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Have the males really returned to
Wooster? Only-1- 06
of the nearly-3-?0
men enrolled voted in MSGA elecrT
tions.

Whether it b "Carman" or The
bring your pra glasses, ear
trumpet, and oh re the 1.20 ticket.

- Barber"

-

;
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Banana Bonanza

Stead Wins

- Alter

19

Number 20

Years

Big Four Election
Too Close; Hold

M.S.G.A. Vole

In Election Tues.

Revote Tuesday

New President
Promises Smooth

DePasiina, Nafizger Vie in Finals;

Self Government
--

mm.

At the men's mass meeting held
immediately after the Senate Chapel
Wednesday, Apr. 17, Fred Stead won

x

out a close ballot with Cal Buchanan,
taking the 1946-4presidency of
AsWooster's Men
sociation, The vote count was 70 to

Because this morning's election was so close, final election for the
president of Big Four will be held Tuesday in the Senate Room. Stu
dents will vote for either Livy de Pastina or Roger Naftzger. Anne
Austin was eliminated.

7

Self-Governme-

nt

;

V

56.
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Approached after the- news of the
election was out Fred Stead pledged
himself to "a noble attempt to follow
in the immortal footsteps of Samuel
Bell."
-

Falling from the exuberance of these
words he promised seriously to work
for the continuance of the present
smooth
with close
between
the men or the
coordination
college, the Dean's office, the Student
Senate and the Veteran's counselors.
self-governme-

nt

Stead will take office immediately
according to Sam Bell, retiring MSGA
president. Pressing business before the
MSLjA at present is the discussion as
to the possibility of having no Ken
Also
arden head resident for 1946-47- .
the leadership for maintaining the
present good record of self govern'
ment will lie with the incoming admin
'
i"
istration.
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Apple Polishing?
A Few Lemons,
Oranges Tool

Peaceful Hell Week Ends;
Sections Near Pre-WStatus
ar

By TOM MAISTROS

Section pledging has ended and bne of Wooster's quietest Hell Weeks
With the return of many old members, Sections have greatly
increased in size and are nearing their prewar status. Herewith are
wonderful fruit showers that students
listed the returned servicemen and new Section pledges.
used to give their teachers. At last
Moose Miller, Al Nickolson, Rex Hartzler, Jimmy Rowe, and Dick
the great moment came. Mr. Ferm
Spangler have returned to First. The
was busily drawing pretty pictures on
new Beta Kappa Phi's are Bill Shoaff,
mo-

the board when, at the opportune
ment, Ritter yelled, j "Shower!" Ap.
A member of Third Section, Fred
pies, oranges, grapefruit, lemons, peStead is a geology major hailing from
cans, and one lonesome banana went
Dayton. The close of the war found
rolling down the aisles.
him as a navigator in. BZ9 flying for
After the uproar had subsided and
the Army. Prior to his departure from
Ferm had gingerly picked h" wav
Mr.
Wooster for the service in 1943 he
the assortment on the floor,
through
was Voice business manager and Gum
words were, "On behalf of
first
his
Shoe Hop editor.
the family, I wish to thank you." At
last reports, he was still retrieving
oranges from under his desk. The
family should have enough fruit for
the next few days.
,

Scoff, Poethig
Chosen Next Year,

Scot Debaters
Visit Capital
Enter Nationals

Vince Vespi, Dave Poling, Gerry
Willinski, Bob La Roe, Larry Long
worth, Bill Myers, Frank Condit, Bill
Fenton, Ted Fenton, George Clyde,
Ken Bowser, Dinsmore Stockdale, Ken
Ditty, Wendy Ecker, Bill .Bellemah,
Following a custom established in
Dave Graber, and John Roe.
r
days, Wooster's best debaters
Second Section's returning vets are
and speakers are traveling eastward on
Calvin
Buchanan, Fritz Pfouts, Hal
a trip which began last Tuesday, Apr.
Davidson, Dick Hollingsworth, David
16. The final lap in their trip is Mary
Hughson, Arthur Palmer, and Jack
Washington College, the women's Spurney. Kappa Phi Sigma's newly
school of the University of Virginia, initiated are Wayne Cliffe, Jack Reitz,
located at Fredericksburg, Va., where Ward Young, and Jack Rosengren.

pre-wa-

Since Kauke is definitely not a the Grand National Forensic Tourna
building, members of the
f
ment will be held.
class hope that Mr. Schreiber's Gerclass was not too much disturbed
Representing " Wooster " are : Anne
Chosen as editor of the 1947 Index man
by the sudden outburst.
Austin, extempore speech; Hazelyn
is Jean Scott, sophomore. Dick PoeMelconian and Marian Stemme, imthig, also a sophomore, will serve as
'business manager. The remainder of
promptu speech; Peg Strouse, radio
the offices will be filled by appointspeech; and Shirley Garl, interpreta
ment of the editor;
tive reading.'
New
is
Rochelle,
from
Jean Scott
New York. She is a member of the
President Lowry was initiated into
Voice staff, I.R.C., and the Peanuts.
Delta Phi Alpha, honorary German
The Bronx, New York, is the home society, at a banquet held April 9 at
of Dick Poethig. His outside activities Harvey's Restaurant. Dr. Lowry adinclude Clericus, I.R.C., and Third dressed the group on the subject, "The
Nature of Tragedy."
Section.
sound-proo-

Index Editors

Lowry Joins
German Society

Dolivet Speaks
On U.N. Problems
At IRC Lecture

evening, April 11 Mr.
Louis Dolivet, international editor for
the Free World magazine, addressed
Thursday

Board Chooses Ten Members
To Play in State Contest

an audience in the college chapel. Mr.
Dolivet, prominent figure in world

By MARILYN ANDERSON

Ten members of the College Band have been chosen to represent affairs, discussed the many different
The College of Wooster at Kent State University in an all'State phases of the world problem.
College Band on the 27th and 28th of April. Tnose attending will be:
The problems confronting the UnitMarilyn - Anderson, .French horn; Lou Ann DeVoss, - flute; Joan
ed Nations were considered. Mr. DoliDillon, tenor sax; Robert Frazier, flute, piccolo; Charles Lang, alto sax;
vet said that the aims of this organizaGene Markley, trumpet; Herbert
Pears, sousaphone;
Robert
tion was not acquisition of land or of
Winston
Schicken, trombone;
oil but the ' freedom of the people.
Van Dame, tenor sax; Gerald
When the topic of the atom bomb
clarinet.
was reached, Mr. Dolivet expressed his
William DeVeriy, director of the
belief that the United States should
Scot Band will accompany the deleweek
end's
The
Kent
State.
gates to
retain the secrets of the bomb until
At the meeting of the Student Sen she is sure of a workable world organ
program consists of registration and
placing of players in sections on Sat- ate Monday, April 15,. the Senate ization. Displaced persons should, he
urday morning. Afternoon and eve- voted a recommendation that a head said, be allowed a choice of returning
ning rehearsals are scheduled for the
their former homes or of remaining
resident not De orougnt to Kenarden to
day.
of
that
where they are.
rest
Lodge next year. As to the matter of
be,
Sunday
rehearsal
will
There
a
Lastly, Mr. Dolivet plead for wider
morning and the Festival Band con- electing senators, it was decided that
study and discussion of world prob
cert will be at 2:13 that afternoon one man from the sophomore and
for a more vigorous attempt
with Raymond Dvorak from the Uni- junior classes be elected next week. lems and
the other nations of the
understand
to
versity of Wisconsin as guest conducDrinking on the campus and problems world.
tor.
dropped.
The Festival Band will be made up attached to it were
of members selected from college
The senate voted to appropriate 60
bands all over the state and will conhave a bandstand built for the gym.
sist of about 100 members. Selections to
from Wagner, Moussorgsky, Liszt, There was no report from the honor
Bach, Sousa, Pierre and many others system committee. Mary Ann Brown
Men desiring dormitory accomwill be played.
work
for the summer session
the
modations
appointed
on
com
to
was
' The Scots Band will give a light
should pay five dollars room resmitte. At the student chapel on
concert in the Quad (weather perervation fee at the Dean's office
mitting) on the evening of May 6, Wednesday the Big Four presidential
before May 1.
candidates were introduced. "..
with William DeVeny directing.
-

,.

Wil-insk- y,

Senate Vetoes
Head Resident,
At Men's Dorm

.

Reserve Rooms
For Summer

r

I

Broadway Star
Is Featured in

;

19

-

This year, Roger has served as president of Y.M.C.A. He is a
member of Second Section, Clericus Club and is a philosophy major.
Livy has been a member of the Big Four Cabinet and vice president
of Y.W.C.A. She hails from Trenton,
N. J. and has served on the Senate.
A member of Imps, Livy is also a
cheerleader.
The Big Four is the coordinating
body for campus religious organizations, including the Y. M. and Y. W.
A., Sunday Evening Forum and
Freshman Forum.

years Mr. Ferm has been
is ovei;.
hopefully telling his classes about the
For

Women Choose W.S.G.A. Representatives

X

Mrs. Moonlight
Alexander Kirkland
PlaysXead in Comedy
Given by Kappa Thete

W. S. G. A. Elections
Elections were also held this morn
ing in chapel for representatives on
the Administrative and Judicial Boards
of W. S. G. A. Two women were chos
en from the freshman, sophomore,
and junior classes. Juniors are: Viv
Douglass, administrative; Jane Hogy-stejudicial.
Sophomores: Kathy
Fravel and Pat Penn, administrative;
Julia Steiner and Muriel Murae, ju
dicial. Freshmen: Dorothy Swan, ad
ministrative; Mary Ellen Frazier and
Betty Gustafson, judicial.
Julia Carson, from Canton, and
Mary Lewis of Bellaire, O.j were chos
en presidents of the W.S.G.A. boards
during recent elections. They succeed
Peggy Hunter and Cary March.

Starring Alexander Kirkland, well
known stage and screen actor, "Mrs.
Moonlight" will be presented by Kappa Theta Gamma on May 7, 8, 9, 10,
and 11. This play, a three act comedy, concerns itself with the life of
woman who never grew older or leu
beautiful than she was at her prime.

n,

The cast includes:
Tom MoonlightAlexander Kirkland
,,
Sara Moonlight
..,,', Pat Ewing
Moonlight
. Barbara Hart
Jane
Minnie
Gwen Jones
Percy Middling
Bruce Strait
Bob Schnicker
Willie Ragg
Peter Middling
John Compton
,

Ann Austin
Heads IRC
Next Year

Mr. Kirkland, who comes to
Wooster from New York and
Hollywood, made his debut in
professional theatre in L'Aiglon
in 1923. Previously, he had studied under Jasper Deeter, Louis
Calvert and Rouben Mamoulian,
Greta Garbo'a director. As Fran
cis Lightfoot, Mr. Kirkland mad
his first New York appearance
with the Theatre Guild in "Wings
Over Europe."

Roger Richards, Dan Miles, Bob
Muse, Fred Stead, Jack Emmett, and
Anne Austin was elected president
Bill Caldwell are back with Third. The
recently initiated are Bill Junkin, Tom or the international Kelations Club at
the last meeting, held April 10.
Fletcher, Paul Ewing, and Bob King
Other officers chosen were Peg
Fourth's Dan Williams and Oscar Ackerman,
Carol Ries,
Olson have come back to help in secretary; Donald Bell, treasurer; Ella
itiate Bob Parsons, Rodney Ilger, Jim Pierson, social chairman; and Ted
Colaneri, Art Southwick, Lloyd Cor Fenton, publicity chairman.
nelius, Dick Yackey, Al Balentine, Ben
Spain will be the topic of discus
Paris, Everett Ballard, and Herbert sion at the April 24 meeting, the last
Pears.
meeting of the semester. The subject
Bill Bingaman, Edward Borowy, will emphasize the Franco regime and
Dick Brandenstein, Walter Cook, the Republican movement. Ted Fen- Dave Cowles, Harry Eicher, Wayne ton and frank Condit will be in
Hunter, Dick Kimmich, Dick Miller charge of the program.
Creighton Moon, Clark Weygandt,
and Bill Boyer are once more with
Fifth, Phi Delta Sigma. The new Sig
ma's are John Adie, Sherman Dalby,
Dave Kelch, Dave Martens, Dan Mea
ger, Jack Milligan, Ham Smith, Harry
In Grey Chapel, Delaware, Ohio,
Stapler, and Mel Swartz.
Wooster's debaters entered .a contest
Dave Huston, Ed Gorcyca, and Mat with Ohio Wesleyan on April
8. One
Elshoff are back with Jim Lyman of a series of four, this debate,
entered
who was Sixth's sole survivor. Emory by Anne Austin and Marian
Stemme,
Anderson, Sam Vutetakis, Charles was copied by a stenotypist
to be pub
Schmidt, Arthur Bennett, Lawrence lished by the H. W. Wilson
Co. in
Kirkpatrick, Jon Sharp, Russell North next year's University
Debater's
rop, and jack Ernst are new members,
vice-presiden-

"

t;

Since then he has played opposite

Norma Shearer and Elisa Landi,
worked with Alfred Lunt and Lynn
Fontanne in "Meteor" and appeared
in fifteen movies. In addition to this,
Clifford Odets dedicated a play to

"

"

him.
Last year found Mr. Kirkland traveling in Europe with the U. S. O.
entertainer in "Blythe Spirit". Mrs.
Kirkland, the former Phyllis Adams,
will, be in Wooster with her husband.

Debaters Compete
At Wesleyan;;
Speech Published

Inter-Clu- b

Dance May 17

May 17 has been set for the inter
club formal dance for all upperdasa
club members. Married vets and their
wives will also be invited to attend.
Bob Cole's band has been procured for
debate
The
itself
followed
was
by
a
that night by Nancy Campbell, band
Seventh, the Hill's Kappa Kappa
general
discussion.
Other
Wooster
stuchairman.
Dottie Dean is in charge of
Kappa, has welcomed home Al Moir,
dents
present
Peg
were
Strouse
and
the
program, and Betty Talbott of the
Boze Anderson, Jim Holroyd, Clar
decorations.
ence Forsberg, Douglas Miller, John Dave Cowles.
Hill, Roger Stoneburner, Al Zerby,
Verg Ferm, Bill Shinn, and Die!
Quimby. Recently acquired are Dick
Lawhead, Walter Locker, Bob Dicka
son, Bob Ebright, Walt Carlson, Bob
White, Harold Hitchcock,- - Byron
Brown, Bill Pontius, Dave Phillips,
May Queen Jean Kelty has anDick Swanson, Arnet Jayberg, and nounced the selection of those who from Irvingtort, N. J., a veteran reAlan Prymmer.
will attend her at her 'coronation" turnee to Wooster; Bill Shinn and
Roger Stoneburner, Wooster vets; Mai
Livingstone's Eighth, Alpha Gamma on Color Day.
Connie Wallett, whose home is in Boggs from Mt. Gilead, O.; Dick
Epsilon, has been bolstered by the
Cuyahoga Falls, will be maid of honor. Brandenstein from Erie, Pa.; Dick
return of Bill Lyon, Cameron Lyon,
Other members of t he Queen's Evans from Carlstadt, N. J.; and
Bob Burns, Bob Mehl, Harold Van
Court are Norma Bircher, from Can- New Yorkers Bob Ebright and Ed.
Dusen, Max ;Napp, Jim Martin, and
Dottie Campbell who hails from Powers.
Bill Hoffman. The late additions are ton;
Jean's heralds will be Evelyn Slater
Ted Beebe, Bob Schicker, J. C. Camp Seatde, Wash.; Bobbie Marsh, CounBluffs, Iowa beauty; Maneeta Shaf-fe- r of Wooster and Jan Bolinger (ton.
cil
bell, John Mackey, and Bob Ritter,
of New Brighton, Pa. Fran Dat-so- Dayton.
Back at Ninth are Bill Rowland
a Youngstown girl; Jan Sedge-wicThe children who will be flower
Edgar Cheatham, Lewis Wood, Wayne
Bellaire, O. sophomore; Mary girls, train bearers and crown bearers
Baker from Rittman; and Joan
Brubaker,' Russell Haley, and Russe
will be MarcU Logee, Margaret Bates,
Allison. Don Fluke has been recently
another Youngstownite.
Peter Gore, John David Pepton and
Men
initiated.
the
in
Court
Palmer
Art
are
David Snyder.
'
an-nua-

l.

Queen Jean Names Court
For Color Day Coronation
'

n,
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Editor

Business Manager
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Jean Scott, Nancy McICee, Peggy Ackerman, Joyce Jarman.
Helen Heitman, Glenn Schwartt, Betsy Spencer, Jane Sedgwick, Peggy Hagen,
Mary Paul, Marion Stemme, Beryl Stewart, Mim Alden, Nancy Jonea, Jean Horn, Janet
Miller, Mary Jean Bennett, Tom Maistros, Fred Ey. Jack Holden, Marilyn Leichty, Mina
Hayes, Carolyn Snyder, Betsy Jones, Harry Stapler, Pat Henderson, and Norm Wright.

Staft Associate

Staat Assistant!

Itanriateat Lee Onthank. Ruth Row, Lis Webster, . Lois Cornell, Jean
Not, Joan Summers, Joyce Shaw, Marilyn Cordray, Arline Malachek.
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Barbara
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You and Your Vote
lust imagine what would hannen if the U. S. government Dro
mulgated a law stating that no person who had not reached th& age
of 21 by May 1, 1946 would ever have the right of franchise.
Bewilderment would turn to panic . . . then 100,000,000 voices
would shout in wild indignation. And when the smoke had cleared
action, firm and uncompromising on the part of every single individual
would ensue.
In Wooster, as everywhere else, the madness would be breath
taking. Perpend, now. The right to vote taken away! Ever since you
can remember, democracy has been as natural and vital to your life as
the beating of your heart. No rationalizing could possibly justify this,
Look at our great heritage. Look at the blood that has been spilt
to preserve true representative government!! Yes, LOOK!
By the way, citizen, for whom did you vote in your last congressional
election? You say you didn't vote? That you didn't even know who was
running? . . . Say, college student, surely you have written time and
again to your congressmen urging cooperation and progressive policy
You haven't written? Haven't gotten around to it? Haven't gotten
around to concerning yourself with millions of starving people? Or to
think and do something about the equality of men? Too busy to
concern yourself with applying Christianity?
;.
Good God! What has happened to us?
JM
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Courtesy of The Wooster Daily Record

By CORNELIA LYBARGER

Vacation -- is -- long . pastNewYQrk is far away, and theItalian
Street Song" is back in Italy. What has happened to that wonderful
week on tour, and how did it go so fast? Ha! You want to know?
Listen, my fran, and you shall hear why the day disappeared like
pay checks do.

HAPPY EASTER'
EVERYONE

BILL SHACK

We went to Youngstown, and How

ard Shaw vanished just before his solo.
We went to Harrisburg, and when
anie Sedgwick dropped her hankie
at that millionaire's, the butler returned it to her on a silver tray.
We bumped along to Washington,
i
i
r
f
i
and some even snooK tne nana or
THEN we went
Taft. And then
what a village!
New
My,
"York.
to
We dismounted" o'ur Greyhound at the
Abbev Hotel, and some Door soul in
the lobby was so confused he had to
retire to the bar. We went walking
next 'day, and a man with a crooked
mvn
i
gait saia, wnat isn tms me T:.eg- v
m
if
held r.omesr" , jino, dud, oniy .. ine
Wooster chorus girls). And the side- walks of New York they're full of
grill works. Every so often the air
comes up from below and so do your
skirts! Of all the nerve!
Town Hall was wonderful, though,
in spite of the porter who smelled
stronger everytime he passed. Walter
we
idgeon was at the Abbey, too
had "Oklahoma" on our minds and
chop suey at 1 A.M. in our mouths
. there were 16 people and a
hundred bags in our little room .
and then suddenly one morning a
voice at the bus station cried, "All
aboard for Wooster College!", and
we awoke from the best nightmare
anyone ever dreamed up, to find our
selves back on the old Greyhound.
. . and they went back to their
hill and lived happily ever after."

A little more than a week ago at a meeting of the American
Association of University Women here in Wooster, a group heard
a paper read on a subject which many considered revolutionary, whi
others agreed wholeheartedly. The main thesis which at least set a!
to a consideration of the question, pointed out that the music pled
and listened to in our age has become narrowed to work done by Com
posers of a single century. As valuable as music of the past most cer
tainly is, the singling out of the music of one century is definitely wrong.
not only for the loss suffered from neglect of worthwhile,- - productions
of other centuries of the past, but for the even more detrimental blow
brought upon us by the stoppage of all modern musical development.
Progress and the recognition of all which should be appreciated
and saved comes only from familiarity. True, the eternal qualities of
music cannot be determined under a period of less than fifty years, but
another Beethoven and Brahms will not spring forth in fifty years if
we do not give contemporary composers a chance now. In no other
age was contemporary music banned on the programs of concerts as
it is today. It is important, no, necessary, that we continue the 'rich heritage of music which has been ours, handing on to the next generation
not a blank but our contribution, our addition to the great gift of the
past.
But the theory must not stop in the field of music. Contemporary
literature and art suffer the 6ame fate of silence and unappreciation
overshadowed by what is probably an
of the past.
We do not hold to scientific achievements of past centuries; the atomic
bomb has made itself both heard and known all too well to a world
aware of the fact that life and all it consists of must go on, not on its
own, but building upon the" foundations of what it already has. The
past is now behind us; we must not let it so blot out present accomplish-ment- i
that it will hinder the future. SW
over-glorificati-

'

--

The Limitations of the Past

0

.',
'

"

i

Poland has asked that the United Nations take action against
Franco Spain. In a report to UN Secretary Lie, Polish ambassador
Oscar Lange charged that Spain is harboring Nazi scientists who are
carrying on atomic research.
On Feb. 9, 1946, the General Assembly of the United Nations
without a dissenting vote condemned the present fascist regime in
Spain. Everyone knows that Franco was pushed into power and
propped there by Axis bayonets. On these grounds, the General
Assembly banned Spain from UN membership,
Fascism is fascism, whether it xists in Germany or Italy or Japan
or. Spain or Argentina or the United States. It was wrong last year
when Allied armies were closing in on Berlin. It is wrong now when
Spain harbors 100,000 Germans, including 3,000 espionage agents
and $200,000,000 in Nazi holdings.
We have reason to be concerned at these Polish charges partic
ularly about atomic research. Spain has 6,000 German scientists at work.
So loner as a fascist core of cower remains, we are not safe. No
Lilienthal report will mean a thing after5r? atomic bomb is dropped,
Nor can we with aihylsureness or consistency continue to plan a
world government while this sore remains. A great man once told us
that the world cannot exist, half slave and half free. We tried that
slave. In
free and 10
and it didn't work. Neither can it exist 90
those enslaved, are incubated the germs of absolutism.
The United Nations must apply economic sanctions on Spain
Let those nations still on friendly terms which include financially con'
sever their diplomatic
cerned Great Britain and the United States
relations with this fascist regime. Only in this way can we give a fair
trial to those principles of the UN Charter that we ratified at San
Francisco a little more than a year ago. If, through world economic
sanctions, we can peaceably effect the fall of fascism in Spain, we will
indeed have won a greafr moral victory. "Let domestic politics alone",
you say? But fascism, we thought we proved, is not a politics, but a
.
virus.
What we must realize is that oppression of men anywhere is for
ever wrong. It is for us to root it out. Cautious diplomacy to protect
business interests must not dilute our concern.
Remember we tried that once ten years ago in Spain. We were
reading "Anthony Adverse" . while Nazi planes were systematically
destroying the village of Guernica. These fascist pranks were repeated
with more frequency and more efficiency. We watched the lews de
prived of their rights, then murdered en masse. We watched these same
Nazis escape to Spain when Germany fell, here to carry on their evil
under the cloak of that fascist puppet, Francisco Franco.
We saw Guernica
Madrid . . . Lidice . . . Belsen. Are
our memories so short? JW
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Of all cards- -a Hallmark Card
will bast express your parted
taste, your thoughrfulnasi Saa

What has been happening at Nuremberg is revolutionary, but let us
be clear what kind of revolution it is. It is not a revolution in the
law. Rather it is a revolution in law enforcement.

our Complete Selection of
Hallmark Easter Cards al

IIUSKOFF DRUGS

In Nuremberg, the seat ,of Nazism, twenty-fou- r
Nazi leaders and
seven Nazi organizations are indicted on four counts with conspiracy
I

1.tl

...

JOHN FRENTZ

WOOSTER HOTEL BLDG.

t0 wage aggressive war, breaches of
nc tu
;ntrnation;1t n,flr, v;0uM-nn- ,

'
rules of warfare, and the wholesale
crimes a8ainst humanity.
ak

Easter Cards For AH
From 5c to One Dollar

inquest represents the
practical effort of four of the

This

most mighty

of nations," with the

support of fifteen more, to utilize
international law to meet the
greatest menace of our

times-aggr- essive

Snyder Studio
Corner of Liberty and Bever Streets

war.
This trial is breaking new ground,
and the plowshares of old authorities

,

GEO. H. LAHM
Jeweler
221 East Liberty Street

Wooster, Ohio

Complimeh ts of

Gray and Son
Laundry

ELLIOTTS
Dry Cleaning
See our agent

KALTWASSER'S

Special Boxed
of Easter Candy

on

85c

3.50

arguments have to be
set at a different angle to reach and
break through the ancient turf of
"lawful war" on which statesmen and

and

well-wor- n

their general staffs have been accus
tomed to frolic in the past with comparative impunity from criminal re
sponsibility.

Exclusive - Quiet Comf orf able

HARVEY'S RESTAURANT

International law grows through
reached from time to time
in adapting settled principles to new
situations. The fact is that when th
law evolves by the case method, as
did the Common Law and as Inter'
national Law must do if it is to ad
vance at all, it advances at the expense
of those who wrongly guessed the law
and learned too late their error.
The defendants are not being tried
for the crime of aggressive war under
a rule retroactively imposed by force
of our victorious arms. The adven
turers who planned to dominate the
world knew that their program would
involve aggressive wars and they
planned for them.
decisions

When the representatives of sixty
nations signed the Kellogg Briand
Pact for the Renunciation of War in
1928 they well knew that they them
selves had already publicly and offi
cially declared aggressive w a r is - a
crime.

The distinguishing feature of th
rormula at XNuremberg are the em
ployment of the principle of conspir
acy in order to reach the innumerable
defendants involved, and the recogni
tion that aggressive war is a crime un
der the law, for which the guilty in
dividuals may be punished.
here is another aspect which o
itself is important and in addition de
serves consideration in weighing th
trial's value to mankind. The very
fact of these four great power with al
their differences in legal theories and
trial procedures, in background, in
terest, and wartime experiences wit!
the Nazi outrages, being able to agree
to and to jointly carry out such
delicate and complicated venture is
one of the really outstanding and
heartening instances of how a.foregin
policy o f international cooperation
can be made to work.

On the Mezzanine
IN THE HOTEL BECHTEL

Ideal Frocks is Featuring
LOVELY SPING BLOUSES
Also IDEAL DRESSES

7

4.99

9.99

Ideal Frocks
College Bulletin
MONDAY, APRIL 22
8:00 Piano Recital M. Tremier
TUESDAY, APRIL 23
4:00 Lecture
7:15 German Club

.

.

Chapel

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 24
7:00 International Relations Club
FRIDAY, APRIL 26
German Club Dirndle Dance
8:00-1:0Second Section Formal
i
Douglass Open House '.
8:00-11:0- 0
0

SATURDAY, APRIL 27
First and Fourth Section Formal
:
Fifth Section Formal
8:00-12:0- 0

8:00-12:0- 0

SUNDAY, APRIL 28
4:00 Recital Priscilla Hughes

Scott

l.

Lower Babcock
Lower Babcock
Lower Babcock

Galpin
Douglass

J

. Gym
Lower Babcock

;

Chapel

'
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By ART FREEHAFBR

For quite tome time there has been,
in many colleges and universities,
plans for benefits of some kind or another for men participating in athletics. In many schools it has increased
in size in the last decade or so. In
many others the system has been used
and thrown out. Still others have never tried it and stand opposed to it as
a menace to the schools' scholastic
standing. At the present time it is
talked about a great deal.
Your reporter having spent most of
his life in the city of Pittsburgh, remembers the time when Jock Sutherland spent his time coaching the football teams at the University of Pittsburgh. Of all the Pitt coaches, he had
the best record of any and when his
departure from the "Smokey City"
was printed in the newspapers there
were many fans who were greatly dis
appointed. Charley Bowser, followed
by Clark Shaughnessy took over where
Jock left. off. and. neither could ac
quire Sutherland's record.
Although Sutherland's coaching ability can not be disputed,
Bowser and Shaughnessy are not
men without ability either. The
reason was the death of the system of procuring athletes by bene
fits.
When Chancelor Bowman
told Sutherland that Pitt wasn't
going to continue that in the future he packed up and left after
he had had a big argument.
- Many know the situation, at the
University of Chicago, a member of
the Big Ten until recently. Chicago
had some of the best football teams in
the country when Alonzo S t a g g
coached them and subsidies were given
their athletes. Now look at what has
happened.
.

Sovonth Cops

Wooster Wins
Second as Cook
And Aide Star
The College of Wooster sport fans
saw its baseball team defeat Ashland

ast Saturday, by a score of 10 to 3.
Coach Johnny Swigart's team had too
much on the ball for Ashland as they
won their season's opener.

Vzzt TLttt
--

Inter-Sectio- n

j 7oosteiLGolfeis JiOSa
To Denison as They Begin
Schedule of Nine Games

Championship
The

s
of Seventh Section
finally won the Inter Section BasketBy LARRY PIPES
ball League Championship by breezing over Second Section just before
In spring a young mans fancy turns to golf (it says here). Be
spring vacation. The Kappas played that as it may, the golf season soon will be in full "swing", and Woes'
every section and suffered no defeats ter's budding Byron Nelsons will have their irons not in the fire but
the Scots who managed to get 10 runs whatsoever.
on the greens and glades.
during the rest of the ball game, the
Wooster golf teams have the tradition of battling with might and
Bill
composed
of
The team was
game ended with Wooster winning
Mose
to the very last Hole, and this
Shinn who captained them, Roger
10 to 5.- team
is no. exception. The quartet, played. The score for the nine holes
Stoneburner who teamed up with Shinn
which
comprises the golf team, is ex- was 14 to 2 in favor of Denison. The
Yesterday afternoon the Scots trav- to score the most points, Arnet
pected to give a good account of itself Scon' next match is Apr. 22 at Mt.
eled to Denison and won their second
Abner Hill and Clinker
ball game of the season. Again as in
The subs were Doug Miller, Har-rol- in the golf match competition of this Union.
April 22 Mt. Union there
spring.
their first game Coach Swigart's men
Hitchcock, and Bob White.
26 Oberlin there
showed great skill in batting and fieldLetterman Comes Home
Although it is a little late the sports
there
30 B.-ing' as they played .to a 5 to 2 vic- department of the Voice would like
Douglas Miller is the only return- Kenyon
here
May
8
tory.
to make a list of men who played out- ing letterman. He saw action as a
11 Mr. Union hree
Pitching for Wooster was Big John standing basketbalPand deserve" to be member of Wooster's '41 golf team.
14 Denison here
team. Those men are: Walter Locker, Dick Brandenstein,
Aide who did a superb job on the on the
here
16 B.-and Ross Smith constitute the remainBill Shinn
7th
mound. He allowed 2 runs, 4hits and
Oberlin
here
22
ing members of the squad. Before
struck out 12 men. His only difficulty
Roger Stoneburner
7th
Match
Conference
Ohio
25
Uncle Sam removed them from cir7th
Arnett Jayberg
came in the first inning when Denison
here
culation, the latter three all earned
Sam Bell
scored its only two runs.
3th
etters in golf at their respective high
Dave Lindbeck
4th
In the first inning for Denison
schools:
Locker at Wooster High
5 th
Dick Kimmlch
Cameron singled.
When Crawford
Smith
School,
at Mt. Lebanon High
Abner Hill
7th
bunted and Aide muffed the play,
School, and Brandenstein at Lawrence
Dick Graham
4th
there were men on first and third
Park High in Erie, Pa., at which
Crocker flied out, McNeil walked,
Shoes For
Man
school he became the Western Pennand Bill George singled to score 2
sylvania golf champion.
Woman About
Shoe Repairing
runs. That was the last of Denison
Last year only two golf matches
.
College
scoring for the afternoon.
Dormaier Shoe Repair were , played,t . tbut ton season ten
matches have been carded, the first
The Scots got their runs in the
215 East Liberty St.
game has been played at Denison.
sixth, seventh, and eighth. In the
The Scot golfers went to Denison
sixth a single and double by Shinn
154 E. Liberty St.
Monday afternoon. Because of
ast
and Gaver gave the Scots their first
only
the
weather
holes
bad
were
nine
run.
Tri-Kap-

Stay-ber-

g,

Fors-ber-

g.

d

Walt Cook, veteran hurler did the
trick for the Scots by his effective
mound work and was helped by the
Scots hitting and fielding. Cook played
the whole gave except for the last in
ning when John Aide took over.
Dick Gaver led the Wooster hitting
with three hits while Bill Shinn got
two and made three runs besides. Jer
ry Katherman and Jim Berry also got
two hits.
Ashland started off with a bang
with one running in the opening1
frame but their attack was stopped by

W.

-

All-St-

ar

W.

Easter Greetings
The

It can be in the form of work, schol
arships, or grants so that the student
can continue his college work
Students at college have one purpose
is to get an education. Education of course can be a number of
things. If a person wants to get paid
for playing football or basketball, for
instance, he should find a professional
team and play for it if he is good
enough. A college which takes i n
athletes, waiving bait over their heads,
just for the sake of getting good athletes is lowering its scholastic standing,
Ohio State University is a good ex
ample of that. tS--

and that

And

WALKERS

Dr. W. T. Watson

In the seventh Katherman started

Optometrist

off with a double and Berry got to first
147 East Liberty Street
on a bunt. Hitchcock ran for Berry
Phone 513
and stole second. Katherman scored
the second Scot run when Snyder
flied to left field. Brown then laid a
beautiful bunt down the first base line
which scored Hitchcock and thus mak
Cleveland Road
As long as the system is in use at ing the score
Fine Food, Reasonably Priced
some colleges and not at others there
With two out in the eighth, White
will be an unequalization of athletes, and Borowy singled and after George
Any athletes who are really first rate and Marmaduke had made errors the
r
Reasonable Rates
will not have a chance to participate Scots had five runs against Denison's
because there are too many just as two.
good and maybe a slight bit better.
The Scots will go to Kenyon on
Good Coach or Subsidies?
So you see there are a lot of athletes
Most of the sport fans who back wasted and cutting ' their throats,' fig- Saturday and then to Otterbein on
Day - and - Night
Wednesday.
these schools are very much opposed
they
go to
uratively speaking, when
to what these schools have done. They
a university like Ohio State where
are tired of seeing good teams wallop they expect some benefit for athletics
their own, and they want to do someand sit on the bench.
thing about it. They either want a
Automotive Replacement Parts
The only way to equalize this situagood coach or subsidies for the ath
Tires, Batteries and Sporting Goods
letes, or both. It is known that a good tion would be for all schools to adopt
PHONE 15
coach can't do much if he hasn't much subsidies or else to throw them out all
second
way
the
the
together.
two
Of
material to work with, so they want
will keep the scholastic standing up
more.
and that should be one of the first obThese people seem to forget
jectives of an educational institution.
the main function of a college or
a university which is supposed to
be that of an educational institution. Coach Munson of Woos-te- r
College says, "What's a colFlowers, Bows,
lege for?
Why, education of
course." Physical education is a
New Tailored Panamas
part of one's education and is got
by participating in a sport. So
many people forget that colleges
and universities are not made for
professional athletes, but that
there are professional football,
Public Square
baseball and other teams made
for those who want to make
money from it.

Any Student of The College of Wooster
Clip this ad
good for 50c on
any size Photograph made at

Wooster Farm Dairies

3--

THE HARRIS STUDIOS

2.

Where Particular People are Photographed
Only One Ad to a Customer

City Taxi Service
812

"

.

JOLLIFF'S AUTO SUPPLY

1946 EASTER BONNETS

Already For The Easter Parade
And

Beulah Bechtel

Johnny Swigart who feels the same
way about benefits for athletes thinks
that athletes should ndt be hindered
just because they go out for a sport,

.

"They should have the same advan
tages as anyone else' he says.
Wesley Fesler who has recently talc
en over the football coaching job at
Pittsburgh is against subsidizing in
colleges. He thinks that in order to
get athletes each person connected
with the institution must "sell" him
self and Pitt to the person. He thinks
that a person's first duty in college is
to his studies and then to his extra
curricular activities whatever they
might be.
A
Mose bays No Subsidies
Mose Hole who has figured

in

Wooster athletics for over 20 years
and is now head of the athletic de
partment is also opposed to the sub
sidy plan. He thinks that "if a boy
wants to come to Wooster, we will
t
L: . it
J
iL
lie iiceus
vui vcai iu ucip turn ii
it, but we won't go out of our .way to
look for athletes and pay them."
If you were to ask an educator for
his point of view on the subject you
would probably have a hard time find'
ing one who was in favor of subsidiz
ing athletes. It is obvious why he
would be opposed. Arthur Compton
who is well known to Woosterites has
given opposition to what he calls
"professionalism" in colleges.
Your reporter is one of those who
opposes benefits for athletes unless the
athlete can show a need for it. The
same however goes for the bookworm
who needs aid in supporting himself.
L- -l
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Swiss Embroidered Hankies

Stationery and Note Paper
Eversharp Pen and Pencil Sets
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PUBLIC SQUARB
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Just Arrived in AH Sizes for Men
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The Gift Corner
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GIFTS FOR EASTER
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Perky frock of sheer rayon Rosewood fabric
Two-togrosgnun tab buttons onto
tabs over belt button onto buge
pockets. Navy, Aqua, Beige, Grey, Melon
Glace. Size 1 J. Sold Eiclvrntely at This Store.
sboul-derijcopy-

ne

cat
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$7.90

79

.....53

For The Latest
Hits Shop Sears

Axfeitnrtiia
JUNIOR BAZAAR for Usrcb
,

SEARS, ROEBUCK
AND CO.

TAYLOR -- ft 'BOSHED

FREEDLANDERS
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Llet. Season

Trustees-Appro-

DiotzDiscusseJiJ College Honors

Policy--

ve

Atomic Dangers

yi Regarding Compulsory Church

In Cleveland

At the recent meeting of the
Board of Trustees, the Board voted
to approve the present policy of the
College in regard to required at'
tendance at Sunday church service.
At the request of Dr. Arthur
Compton, Chairman of the Board,
the following statement was pre'

Opens Monday
Week Includes "Carmen",
Wagner, Melton, 'Romeo'
Munsel, "The Barber"

Opening the season on Monday pared by a special committee of the
night will be Bizet's "Carmen", con Board, and is herewith submitted
ducted by Wilfred Pellecier, and star- to the students:
ring Rise Stevens, Raoul Jobin, and
"At its last meeting of the Board
Alexander Sved.
Tuesday evening brings Wagner's
Tannhauser", with Torsten Ralf, the
Swedish tenor, who made his debut
with the Metropolitan during the cur
rent season, Helen Traubel, Alexander
Kipnis, and Kerstin Thorborg Fritz
Busch conducting.

of Trustees voted to continue the present policy of the College on required
church attendance. At the meeting we
had before us the recommendation of
President Lowry, the clear' vote of the
Faculty, the results of the student ballot, and two representatives from the
student body who ably presented minority views of the students.

On Wednesday, Mozart's "Th
Long Range Policy
Magic Flute" will present a cast head
"This is not the first time that stued by Ezio Pinza, Charles KuIIman,
dents have protested this requirement,
Jarmila Novotna'and Mimi Benzell
nor will it be the last. But, while stuBruno Walter conducting.
dents are primarily concerned with
James Melton, Lucia Abanese, and their own student generation,
the
onn Brownlee head the cast
Trustees must consider the longer
Thursday's performance of Puccini's range of policy for the College.
"Madame Butterfly", conducted by
"The Trustees understand that 'reCesare Sodero.
quired religion' is a contradiction in
Friday afternoon brings Patrice terms.Christian faith is
a f ree reMunsel, Raoul Jobin, and Ezio Pinza sponse, subject only
the
inner conto
in Gounod's "Romeo and Juliette," straint of the grace of God.
conducted by Emil Cooper.
"Yet the College stands proudly
George Szeli, who next fall will be within the Christian tradition. To decome conductor of the Cleveland Or
part from that tradition would violate
chestra, will conduct the Friday eve the purpose of the founders, betray its
ning performance of Richard Strauss' own history, and remove its principal
"Der Rossenkavalier", with Irene Jess-ne- claim to the right to exist.
Thelma Votipka, Emanuel List,
Christian Thought Important
and Eleanor Steber
"The College believes that some
The Saturday matinee brings the
minimum understanding of the
first Cleveland performance of Verdi's
Bible and of the Christian tra"The Masked Ball", with Jan Pierce,
dition is an essential part of eduLeonard Warren and Zinka Mulanov,
cation, that required courses in
Bruno Walter conducting.
religion are therefore an importThe closing performance Saturday
ant part of the curriculum. Yet
evening, April 27, will be Rossini's
study about the Bible and Chris-- ,
"The Barber of Seville", with Bruno
tian thought introduces the stuLandi, Salvatore Buccaloni, Josephine
dent only to the outside of the
Antonie, John Brownlee, and Ezio
Pinza Pietro Cimara conducting.
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Mr. David Dietz, scientific editor of

Christian temple. It is in corporate worship that Christian ideas
begin to come alive. Therefore, to
continue the present moderate requirement is but a consistent application of this central policy.

Dr. . K . Htomadka

newspapers, spoke
in the chapel Tuesday, April 9. Mr.
Dietz discussed the dangers and the

the

Scripps-Howar-

d

d

The

of

Czecho-Slovakia-

educator and

n

religious leader was given the honorary Doctor of Divinity degree by the
College of Wooster at this time. He
was presented to President Lowry

ey.
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Quality to All at a
Price All Can Afford
To Pay

for

the degree by Dean Taeusch and thfe
hood was placed by Mr. Frank Cowles,
chairman of the faculty honorary de-

VEITZEL'S
CLEANERS
PHONE 260

grees committee.

o

LAUNDRY and CLEANING
An agent in each dorm

MANN'S LAUNDRY
FLOWERS
FOR EASTER

Reynold's Shoe Repair
Phone 402

Wooster Floral

Delicious Easter Gifts
OF HOME MADE
Everything in Music

TWO STORES
PUBLIC SQUARE

WOOSTER

388 Phones 609

Chocolates and Eggs
in BASKETS and FANCY BOXES
i

i

NUT

and CANDY SHOP
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source of
and good in this
"We understand well that a student
energy, he maintained that the world's
t
who enters the sanctuary on aunaay
morning in a defiant mood, resentful problem is: Can we handle it propof the requirement, will not really wor erly.
ship. Yet it is our hope that even this
As the best plan yet advanced to
exceptional student will gain at least
some perception that reality is at work accomplish the successful control of
there and will develop, at the very atomic energy, Mr. Dietz praised the
least, a respect for what happens at Lilienthal proposal which would turn
divine service.
an interall uranium deposits over-tSincere Minorities Respected
national authority; the uranium would
"The Trustees are happy for the
spirit of free candor in which this then be denatured so that its use in a
whole question has been discussed, and bomb would be prevented. Mr. Dietz
welcome it as a symbol of the new spoke from his background as a scilife of the spirit which we seek for the entist to plea ior effective world or
College, under the leadership of Mr
ganization.
Lowry, We do not expect that student
minorities will suppress their own con
vibtions. We do hope that they will
exhibit true sportsmanship in accept
ing the judgment of the Trustees and
of the Faculty on this phase of college
South Buckeye Street
policy."
new-foun-

-

"

future possibilities of atomic energy.
Pointing out the great potential evil day morning, April 16.

r,

SHOP-WIS-

HHAEBJL,

Tuesday, Apr. 23 Donal Hagerman,
Red Cross
Wagper,
Wednesday, Apr.
Research Chemist-.-1
Europe looks to the United States
Thursday, Apr. .25 Dr. Lowry.
for spiritual and intellectual leader- Friday, Apr. 26 Senior Chapel
A A
ship, declared Dr. Joseph
Lukl
Hromadka in a chapel address Tues-

A

SYMPHONY OF

E

LOVELY LADY ACCESSORIES

DEEDL

ANDERS

FOR EAST

Our hopes, wishes and desires being under cosmic saretion, we feel
free to wish you all a merry Easter
and proceed without further ado.
Freedlander's heeds the sign of
Aries and rejoices, for they are the
proud possessors of the new cushion-foo- t
sock. Patterned after army socks,
they are part wool and have a heavier
sole that is blissful to the touch. Available in all sizes, the sock comes in
blue, yellow, and tan all with the
elastic top.
Men! Personal happiness can be
embroidered on the cosmic topics, for
you if you succumb to one. of Freed- lander's new all wool slipover sweat
model, it
ers. A long sleeved
comes in blue, bright red, and tan.
Revere sportswear offers at at 5.95
truly the "attainment of your heart's
desire."
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Ladies!

If you

ked

were born between

January 21st and February 19th you
are an Aquarins and should by all
means indulge in a new pair of spark
ling white cotton gloves. Success and
will be yours while
2.50 will be Freedlanders.

prosperity

just

Cary March

ic Soft Suede

Emerald Green, Turquoise
American Beauty
3.95.

Buy Them by the Sack

For a 10:00 Snack
'
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Sheerest Rayon Neckscarfs w i t h
printed posies and solid borders

'

95

HAMBURGER

I II II

Prism stripes make a Nylon rainbow neckscarf
1.25.
fc Imported Hankies in white or
1.00 to 2.95.
Other Hankies 59c to 1.00.

RUSH'S Gift Shop
CARDS 8C BUNNIES
FOR EASTER DAY

FINE LINE OF
BOX CANDY

St

col-o- rt
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Heart n' Key Lapel Pin 1.00.
See the "New as This Minute
Chain Bracelets and Chokers
to 4.50.

if Flowers

Also

219 East liberty

Gloves in Honey Gold,

for your hair or lapel

1.00

50c

Patent Plastic Handbags
f
brighter
and
than Patent
Leather 3X0 to 12.95.
scuff-proo-
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Shop on Our Main Floor
For Easter Gifts
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